Fighting Irish Here Saturday

Reverend Osborne Resigns

Houston Forum To Open Second Year Here November 1

Ten Speakers Secured For Season; Raymond Robbins First

The Houston Open Forum, a local facility for the promotion of free discussion, is presenting ten speakers for its second season. The first speaker of the new season will be Raymond Robbins, director of the New York Open Forum. The program will begin at 6:30 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium, with the public admitted free.

The forum, which was organized last year, sponsored several successful sessions. The November meeting, featuring a talk by C. J. Connell, was attended by a capacity audience.

The forum is sponsored by the Rice Student Council. It is designed to provide an opportunity for students and members of the community to gain a knowledge of current issues through free public discussion. The forum has been well received and is expected to continue its successful program.

CRANMER SERVICE IS LED BY QUINN

Many Students Turn Out For The First Meeting

The Cranmer Club has completed its first meeting of the year with great success. The club is led by Miss Winnie Quinn, a member of the Student Council. Miss Quinn has been very active in the club and has contributed a lot to its success.

At the meeting, a total of 25 enthusiastic students attended. The club welcomed many new members, and the interest was very high.

The club plans to continue its activities throughout the year and to provide a great opportunity for students to learn about Cranmer and its traditions.

HEALTH SERVICE IS MAINTAINED IN ADEQUATE STRENGTH

A meeting of the Health Service committee was held Monday night to discuss the health needs of the students. The committee is made up of Miss Winnie Quinn, Miss Lyanne Sharrar, and Mr. Charles Osmond. They are working hard to maintain the health service in adequate strength.

The meeting was very productive, and the committee plans to continue its good work in the future.

BIDS REQUIRED FOR SATURDAY NIGHT HOP AT AUTRY HOUSE

Last year the bid system for admission to the Saturday night hop was a great success. This year, the bid system will be used again to ensure a good time for all.

The bids will be sold on Tuesday night at the Autry House. The bid price is $2.00, and all bids must be in by 10 p.m. on Saturday night.

Glee Club Holds Practice Session

Twenty-five enthusiastic students turned out Tuesday night for the first practice session of the year. The club is led by Mr. Charles Osmond, who is very enthusiastic about the club.

The practice session was very productive, and the club is expected to do well in the coming year.

Dramatic Club to Present Play To Teachers Meeting

The Rice Dramatic Club will present a play at a teachers' meeting. The play will be announced later, and tickets will be held at the door.

Rice Student Council Holds Meeting

The Rice Student Council held its regular meeting Monday evening. The meeting was very well attended, and the students discussed many important issues.

The council is working hard to ensure a good year for all students at Rice.

To Name Heads of Departments By End of Week

Berkeley Principal Program
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Lockman Chosen Institute Beauty

Will Be Rice Delegate At All-College Review

Mary Lou Lockman was selected to represent Rice in the All-College Review. She is a senior and is expected to do well in the competition.

The All-College Review is a prestigious event that attracts many students from different colleges.

Bids for Band Majors

The Rice Band is looking for Band Majors to lead the band in the coming year. The band is well-known and is expected to do well in the upcoming season.

The Band Majors are selected by the Band Director and are expected to lead the band with skill and enthusiasm.
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Your Chemical Laboratories

Corrodesivity was likely the prime factor that necessitated the expenditure of approximately one thousand dollars for the purpose of refitting and, in some instances, replacing the oak woodwork in the two-year-old Chemical Laboratories of Rice Institute.

The refitting work was in progress all during the vacation period and, at this time, was being completed. In some cases, wood had been protected too deeply for the before area to be removed by scraping, cutting new sections, and replacing the original "fronds." Although some of the oak surfaces were not in need of a coat of varnish, a coal was applied as a general precaution and, in many further refitting work in the near future.

Have you ever stopped to think that the Chemical Laboratories in the Chemistry Building are being used by you FREE OF CHARGE and that they, in one sense, belong to you? The furnishings in those laboratories represent an expenditure of approximately one hundred thousand dollars and are worthy of the students' cooperation in protecting the oak fixtures.

The tops of the desks are of a special type of acid resistant stone and cannot be marred by chemicals. It is the oak "fronds" and other oak woodwork that must be kept FREE OF ACID if they are expected to last any reasonable length of time. In the two years of use, there has to be removed nearly one thousand dollars for refitting work. Unavoidable accidents might have occurred in some of the work, but it will be safe to say that the greater part of it was caused by NEGLIGENCE OR THE STUDENTS' PART. This year is just starting and possibly with a little more care in the use of acids, the top surfaces will go on, refitting work as that done this summer will not require duplication within the next five or six years. Furthermore, Chemistry students, aids can do a better job of damage when they are carefully used.

R-CLOTHES AND THE WOOFER.

Suitable garb for the freshman girls is our own Zero. In accordance with advice of Rice's old traditions the slumes and slumettes are bought every Friday to Please the varying tastes of the sophomore.

The boys have a standard apparel consisting of suits, tuxedoes, etc., while some dormitory stores exhibit themselves in all kinds of ridiculous costumes. This is as it should be. But the girls aren't serious enough to be funny. It has been brought to our attention by several downtown merchants who are really interested in the school that their firms would quickly develop.

Remember how cute the slumettes looked last year in their tomboy shirts, suspenders, green top coats? Why not adopt this method of dress for the conventional attire? It is certainly cooler and efficient than a suit, and you can wear one hundred per cent better on the streets of Houston than in the ladies' business. Some girls who do realize can dress up her freshman as absurdly as she wishes to be the boys.

And if the boys gripe about stealing their shirts, remember that it is use of the boys what they liked it so well last year that the fish wear Mother Hubbard's today.

Foots Wright is Mess Hall Champ.

Any one passing the mess hall should have thought a creative and novel series was in progress from the routine of clearing chairs and refilling the condiments. The labors of the school's delicatessen would have been entirely inapparent to the casual observer. The stoves were nearest the windows, being at a line or two was the rule in all sections of a table. This was an accident; they fell in harmony with the condiments. Great! These moved not during the meal and the order of the room was maintained with the precision of a machine.

One individual constantly added to the frequency of the cleared tables. He left the condiments and served himself from the arrangements of the table. He was Jack Jordan. He was a bit of a scoundrel. He would leave the mess and, as the serving boys were so busy clearing, he took advantage of the situation. They would not only Clear the tables then he would clear them again.

The servitors were not close, but they were not far off. The Jordan would leave the mess and probably receive at their return a wide array of empty plates and other appropriate requisites to the completion of the dinner. This one was brought in by his native style of frankness. The boys were not always in the majority in his presence.

One of the prominent causes of the Harpoons' misanthropy is the spectacular turn taken in the mess hall after the bell has rung habitually for the end of the meal. These persons, not able to enjoy the substantial dinner that the Harpoon Society has been known during the last two weeks to be expended nearly one thousand dollars for replacement of the original "fronts," Although some of the damages were caused by the extreme tendencies of their zealous members to be in a bellies.
BETTER, SATISFIED AND PROUD

A reception is to be given Friday, October 14, at the Warwick, by the Warwick Women's Club, honoring the newly elected officers of the club. The dinner will begin at 6:30 o'clock under the auspices of the Warwick Women's Club. The manager of Ye Okie, College Hotel, and the following officers will be in attendance:

President of Club: Mrs. C. E. Thrasher, and other student papers, the Chronicle, the University of Georgia at Athens. As editor of both institutions we should take pains to show the existence of classes of the First Baptist church, Student Conference at Dallas; and in the present time with increasing prosperity of the city. Commercial, Realtors, was the first to the League and the menu was arranged to correspond. Waitresses cost the city a dollar each, a large classroom on the third floor, where gates were sent to the State Baptist Association, and Company, Realtors, was the first to the League and the menu was arranged to correspond. Waitresses cost the city a dollar each, a large classroom on the third floor, where gates were sent to the State Baptist Association.

FIRST BAPTIST RICE CLASS; 1922: GIVES BANQUET

The fall of 1922 Mr. E. L. Furgason, editor of the school newspaper, and others, were asked to attend the commencement at Rice last year, and Russell Thorsten and Schwartz are Schwartz and Eglin.

FAMILIAR STUDENTS NOW AFEEL B. L. S.

WE CATER TO YOU TELL US WHERE YOU WANT US.

It Happens in the Best Regulated Families
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Many a man is doing work day after day that an electric motor can do for less than a cent an hour.

College men and women recognize electricity as one of the principal aids to progress in the factory, on the farm, and in the home.

General Electric Company, General Electric Building, Pittsfield, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
I failed to gain. Mayfield dropped back. Appling again. The Owls were held again so Allnoch passed 21 yards to the 41 yard line. Line plunges failed to fumble. Rice recovered on the 60 yard line, Sam Houston downs and the game. With the ball air and dashed over for the second Rice line so Linn passed to Mayfield back toward her own goal line by Mayfield. Rice gained heavily on the ex-Allnoch at the punting post, Sam Houston gained a key yard line and started back with it. Both, Rice and Allnoch were moved out of the play, and Mayfield sprinted through the entire remaining part of the play. With the ball in hand, Mayfield kicked the goal.

RICE OWLS—


In the second period, the Owls seemed to recover somewhat, from Hardy Loughridge, and Murray, who carried the ball down the field. Loughridge gained heavily on the ex-Allnoch and Murray took the ball over. Braden 2.

FORWARD PASS COMPLETED:

R—*

Siegfried
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The Bearkats kicked off. The Owls returned the kick. Murray (T. C. U.) umpire, Krichaflower (T. C. U.) kicked. Rice recovered the ball on the 50 yard line, and Murray carried the ball down the field. Murray carried the ball over. Braden booted the goal.

THE GABLES

3100 MAIN ST.

CANDY

WHITMAN'S

The Deli

AND

Other Distinctive Gifts

PHONES: HAD. 1006 and 2106

MARTEL-MARKS CO. 1908 Main

Excellent Cuisine

SOUTH TEXAS COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK

When an Anarchist opens a Bank Account he ceases to be an Anarchist.
Low rate secured for trip to Austin

Missouri Pacific to Carry Rice Rooters to Game.

A rate of $38.75 is being secured by the university for transportation to Austin on the Missouri Pacific. The trip is to be for return only.

Saturday Night Log-Hole

By FINCHER, JR.

When you reach the floor, say the girl of your dreams over by the bar, check closely under her skirt and start sitting beside her. The price of $3 at the entrance of "Minktail, Kiss You For Lunch" and the dancing of "Lips" are two factors that you better have in the hands of a clean undergarment and a skirt that doesn’t have a hole in it.

The Missouri Pacific is undertaking the task of transporting the Rice rooters to the land of the Longhorns.

Pre-Hed Society Will Stage Hop

J. Davis is New Organizer of H.P. Society.

Plans for a dance, to be held tonight at 8 o’clock, have been made. Tickets for the dance are $38.75.

Low Rate Secured

The Missouri Pacific is undertaking the task of transporting the Rice student chapter.